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Abstract:

This paper presents performance results, time complexities, and feature reduction aspects of three wrapperbased acoustic feature selection methods used for automatic sleepiness detection: Between-Groups Feature
Selection (BGFS), Within-Groups Feature Selection (WGFS), and Individual Feature Selection (IFS) methods. Furthermore, two different methods are introduced for evaluating system performances. Our systems
employ Interspeech 2011 Sleepiness Sub-Challenge’s “Sleepy Language Corpus” (SLC). The two tasks of
the wrapper-based method, the feature subset evaluation and the feature space search, are performed by the
Support Vector Machine classifier and a fast variant of the Best Incremental Ranked Subset algorithm, respectively. BGFS considers the feature space in Low Level Descriptor (LLD) groups, an acoustically meaningful
division, allowing for significant reduction in time complexity of the computationally costly wrapper search
cycles. WGFS considers the feature space within each LLD and generates the feature subset comprised of
the best performing individual features among all LLDs. IFS regards the feature space individually. The best
classification performance is obtained by BGFS which also achieves improvement over the Sub-Challenge
baseline on the SLC test data.

1

INTRODUCTION

Sleep related driving accidents are widespread and
the urgency to prevent them underscores the considerable value of sleepiness detection systems (Horne
and Reyner, 1995; Maycock, 1996; MacLean et al.,
2003; Flatley et al., 2004). The computational paralinguistics task of binary sleepiness classification
was presented as one of the two Interspeech 2011
Speaker State Sub-Challenges (Schuller et al., 2011).
The emerging field of computational paralinguistics
is concerned with ways in which words are spoken
rather than with the actual words themselves and attempts to recognize the various states and traits of the
speakers (Schuller and Batliner, 2014). Speech-based
systems possess unique strengths in detection tasks
(Krajewski and Kröger, 2007; Hönig et al., 2014a;
Hönig et al., 2014b) where other modes are nonoptimal or intrusive, e.g., a visual detection system in
poor lighting conditions and a spontaneous eye-blink
detection system requiring clipping of an infrared sen-

sor to the frame of an eyeglass (Caffier et al., 2003). In
addition, including a speech mode in multimodal applications can help enhance recognition performance.
Since 2009, the Interspeech paralinguistic set of challenges started to provide a standard feature set and
a predefined split of data into training, development,
and test sets to facilitate performance comparison
among excellent research (Schuller et al., 2009). The
Interspeech 2011 Sleepiness Sub-Challenge uses the
“Sleepy Language Corpus” (SLC) and employs the
openSMILE toolkit (Eyben et al., 2010) to extract the
baseline acoustic feature set.
On the one hand, the results of the Sub-Challenge
baseline show that increasing the size of the feature
set improves the classification performance (Schuller
et al., 2011). On the other hand, larger feature sets
potentially introduce irrelevant features that degrade
system performance. It seems, therefore, that choosing a large feature set to start with and applying a feature selection method subsequently would be a reasonable strategy for addressing the Sub-Challenge.
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We employ feature selection to reduce the high dimensionality of the provided feature space. Our use
of feature selection has two main goals. First, removing potentially irrelevant features could potentially
improve classification performance. Second, greatly
reduced resultant feature sets allow feature selection
to be used as a preprocessing step in a system that can
take advantage of further classification. The subsequent smaller feature sets enable the use of computationally intensive state-of-the-art classifiers, e.g., nonlinear Support Vector Machine (SVM) (Cortes and
Vapnik, 1995), that would not be practically feasible
otherwise.
There are two main methods for feature selection: the filter and the wrapper methods (Kohavi and
John, 1997). The filter method evaluates feature subsets based on statistical properties of data, whereas
the wrapper method uses a classifier’s performance
score for the evaluation. The wrapper-based method,
employed by our systems, is operationally costly but
provides excellent performance results generally as it
uses the biases of the learning method in feature subset evaluation (Ng, 1998; Ruiz et al., 2006). For our
systems, the two tasks of the wrapper-based method,
the feature subset evaluation and the feature space
search, are performed by the SVM classifier and a
fast variant of the Best Incremental Ranked Subset
(BIRS) algorithm, respectively. We use the same classifier employed by the official Sub-Challenge baseline to achieve the comparability of results goal. The
fast linear BIRS search algorithm is used to render the
computationally costly space search more tractable.
Acoustic features are obtained by the application
of functionals like arithmetic mean and standard deviation, on the chunk level, to Low Level Descriptor
(LLD) contours like sum of the auditory spectrum or
RMS energy (Schuller et al., 2009; Weninger et al.,
2013). We evaluate the classification performance of
LLD-based based Between-Groups Feature Selection
(BGFS), Within-Groups Feature Selection (WGFS),
and Individual Feature Selection (IFS) systems and
compare their time complexity and dimensionality reduction aspects. BGFS Considers the feature space in
groups, represented by LLDs, rather than individually
(Pir and Brown, 2015). WGFS regards the feature
space within single LLDs and produces the feature
subset as the collection of the best performing individual acoustic features from among all LLDs. The
feature space is considered individually by IFS.
This paper contains, to the best of our knowledge, the following main novel points in the context
of paralinguistics tasks. First, the classification performance comparison between group and individual
acoustic feature selection is novel. Second, WGFS

is a novel method. Finally, a novel combination of
classification measures and aspects is used for performance evaluation.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the BIRS search algorithm and discusses the
background on BGFS and its previous applications.
Section 3 describes the classification test-bed and the
corpus. Section 4 provides details on the WGFS system. Two classification performance measures are
presented and used for experimental evaluation in section 5 followed by the conclusion and suggested future work in section 6.

2

BACKGROUND

2.1 BIRS Search
BIRS (Ruiz et al., 2006) is a two-step linear forward
search algorithm. In the first or ranking step, the features are ranked according to their evaluation score.
In the second or feature subset selection step, we start
with an empty feature subset and visit every feature
in the ranked subset obtained in the first step. The
feature subset selects a feature if its inclusion leads to
a Unweighted Average Recall (UAR) score, an accuracy measure, that is higher than the previous value,
by a threshold level T. The T parameter can be negative, near 0, or positive, corresponding to systems that
operate in weak, neutral, or strong dimensionality reduction modes, respectively. Cross-validation and ttest are not performed in our fast version of the algorithm. Algorithm 1 depicts the details of the feature
subset selection step for the BGFS system, which regards the feature space in groups.
Algorithm 1: Wrapper-based BGFS by BIRS.

Input Groups: labeled training set LLDs, C: classifier, T: threshold
Output Subset, BestUAR
1: RankedGroups ← Rank(Groups,C)
2: Subset ← {}
3: BestUAR ← 0
4: for each Group ∈ RankedGroups do
5:
TempSet ← Subset ∪ Group
6:
UAR ← WrapperClassify (TempSet,C)
7:
if UAR − BestUAR > T then
8:
Subset ← TempSet
9:
BestUAR ← UAR
10:
end if
11: end for
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2.2

Wrapper-Based BGFS by BIRS

BGFS considers the feature space in groups rather
than individually. This is motivated by two factors. First, group-based approach reduces the time
complexity of the subset search component rendering
the computationally intensive problem more tractable
(Pir and Brown, 2015). The time complexity of BGFS
is k ∗2 evaluation cycles, where k = 118 is the number
of LLD-based groups. This is a substantial reduction
compared to the N ∗ 2 evaluation cycles of IFS, where
N = 4368 is the number of individual features. Second, using an LLD-based group feature search instead
of a detailed and overfitting-prone individual feature
search could potentially enhance the generalization
power of the method (Pir et al., 2016).

2.3

Previous Applications of BGFS

BGFS was employed in Interspeech 2015 Computational Paralinguistics Challenge’s Eating Condition
Sub-challenge (Schuller et al., 2015) and achieved a
3% relative UAR performance improvement over the
baseline on test data. The best performing system employed the BIRS Variant algorithm which combined
BIRS and Rank search algorithms into one (Pir and
Brown, 2015). The algorithm was designed to remove
only the worst performing feature group(s) and used a
negative threshold parameter in the subset evaluation
of the space search corresponding to weak dimensionality reduction mode. Best performance was achieved
by removing only 1 out of 130 feature groups. The
aim of the system was to improve performance alone.
In this paper, aside from attempting to improve performance, we are interested in achieving meaningful
dimensionality reduction and will therefore use the
neutral and strong dimensionality reduction modes
in performing feature subset evaluation. BGFS was
also used for sleepiness classification in noisy environments (Pir et al., 2016).

3
3.1

CLASSIFICATION TEST-BED
AND CORPUS
Classification Test-Bed

The official Sub-Challenge and all of our systems use
WEKA’s (Hall et al., 2009) SVM implementation,
Sequential Minimal Optimization (SMO), with linear Kernel setting for classification and WEKA’s Synthetic Minority Over-sampling Technique (SMOTE)
(Chawla et al., 2002) implementation for balancing
the number of instances in the development sets.
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The openSMILE toolkit is used to generate the
4368 baseline features that include those identified as
relevant to the task (Dhupati et al., 2010), resulting
in a 70.3% UAR baseline score. The UAR measure
compensates for imbalance between the instances of
the two classes (Schuller et al., 2011).

3.2 Corpus
SLC consists of 21 hours of realistic car and lectureroom environment speech recordings of 99 subjects.
Microphone-to-mouth distance of 0.3 m recordings
are down-sampled from 44.1 kHz to 16 kHz and use
16 bit quantization (Schuller et al., 2011).
The well established Karolinska Sleepiness Scale
(KSS) measure (Shahid et al., 2012) was used in selfassessments plus two additional observer assessments
for reporting sleepiness levels 1 through 10. Levels
less than or equal to 7.5 correspond to a non-sleepy
state and those greater than 7.5 to a sleepy one.

4

METHOD

4.1 Wrapper-Based WGFS by BIRS
WGFS approach considers the feature space within
each LLD and produces the feature subset by combining the best performing individual features from
every LLD as detailed in Algorithm 2. The LLD partitioning in this method does not reduce the number
Algorithm 2: Wrapper-based WGFS by BIRS.

Input Groups: labeled training set LLDs, C: classifier, T: threshold
Output Subset, BestUAR
1: Subset ← {}
2: BestUAR ← 0
3: for each G ∈ Groups do
4:
RankedFeatures ← Rank(G,C)
5:
GroupSubset ← {}
6:
BestGroupUAR ← 0
7:
for each Feature ∈ RankedFeatures do
8:
TempSet ← GroupSubset ∪ Feature
9:
UAR ← WrapperClassify (TempSet,C)
10:
if UAR − BestUAR > T then
11:
GroupSubset ← TempSet
12:
BestGroupUAR ← UAR
13:
end if
14:
end for
15:
Subset ← Subset ∪ GroupSubset
16: end for
17: BestUAR ← WrapperClassify (Subset,C)
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of the evaluation cycles and, consequently, the time
complexity of WGFS is N ∗2 evaluation cycles, where
N is the number of individual features.

4.2

Wrapper-Based IFS by BIRS

The IFS system is identical to the already described
BGFS system with the exception that features are considered individually and not in groups. IFS has the
same time complexity as WGFS.

5.1 Performance Measures
The five SVM Complexity (C) parameter values employed in the official Sub-Challenge: 0.01, 0.02, 0.05,
0.1, and 0.2 (Schuller et al., 2011) are also used by
our systems. We present two measures to evaluate
our system performances.
The first measure, M1 , represents the total performance gain and is calculated as the difference
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Table 1: Classification results on test data. Sys: System type. T: Threshold level. M1 and M2 : Two performance measures
in % given by Formulas 1 and 2, respectively. TimeComp: Time complexity in wrapper evaluation cycles. DimRed: Dimensionality reduction shows the ratio of the number of features selected to the total number of features in % used by the system
whose UAR is displayed under ”Best”. Best: UAR in % achieved on test data using parameters of best performing system
trained on development data. ↑ BL: Number of UAR results (of 5) that surpass the official Sub-Challenge baseline. The best
performances and smallest time complexities are depicted in bold.

Sys
BGFS
WGFS
IFS
BGFS
WGFS
IFS

T
0.1
0.1
0.1
ε
ε
ε

M1 [%]
6.6
1.3
-1.9
-0.6
-0.3
-3.4

M2 [%]
9.7
9.7
3.5
2.1
8.1
2.4

TimeComp
118 * 2
4368 * 2
4368 * 2
118 * 2
4368 * 2
4368 * 2

between the sum of the performances between the
BGFS system (T = 0.1) and our baseline system, both
operating on test data,
M1 =

5

∑ UARn

(T )

n=1

5

− ∑ UARn

(BL)

,

(1)

n=1

where UAR(T ) and UAR(BL) , displayed in the top
part of Figure 1, represent UAR results of the BGFS
(T = 0.1) system and our baseline system on test data,
respectively. Our baseline system uses a setup similar to the official baseline experiment. Our baseline
result for C = 0.02 is slightly lower than that of the
official baseline (depicted by dotted line in Figure 1).
This may be partly due to differences in preprocessing operations. The x-scale in Figure 1 is drawn with
equidistant C parameters for clarity of presentation.
The second measure, M2 , reflects the generalization power of the system, given by the difference between the sum of the performances on test and development data,
M2 =

5

∑ UARn

n=1

(T )

5

− ∑ UARn ,
(D)

(2)

n=1

where UAR(T ) and UAR(D) , shown in the bottom
part of Figure 1, represent UAR results of the BGFS
(T = 0.1) system on test and development data, respectively. We note that the BGFS (T = 0.1) system
results shown in the bottom part of Figure 1 is the
same as those shown in the top part.
Figures 2 and 3 depict the results obtained by
WGFS and IFS in place of BGFS, using the same
T = 0.1 threshold. The Legends are the same as in
Figure 1 and are therefore not duplicated. Figures
4, 5, and 6 display the outcomes of the same systems as in Figure 1, 2, and 3, respectively, with the
exception that the threshold level used is changed to
T = ε = 10−6 .
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DimRed [%]
16.9
10.3
0.7
25.4
10.5
1.7

Best [%]
71.2
70.4
65.8
70.7
69.5
70.4

↑ BL
3
1
1
1
0
1

5.2 Best Performing System
Table 1 shows the two performance measures and
other statistics of our systems using neutral and strong
reduction modes. The strong reduction mode (T =
0.1) BGFS system outperforms the other systems in
both performance measures and has the highest UAR
score (71.2%), the highest number (3 of 5) of results
surpassing the official baseline, and the smallest time
complexity. In addition, it is the only system where
none of the C parameters result in a score lower than
that of our baselines.
Test data classification results that surpass the official baseline, 70.3% UAR, obtained by our best performing system’s 3 best results on development data
are displayed in Table 2. Our best result achieves
1.3% relative UAR improvement over the official
baseline.
Table 2: Test data classification results that surpass the
official baseline, obtained by our best performing system
(BGFS, T = 0.1) on development data. Devel: UAR in %
on development data. C: C parameter used. nLLD: Number
of LLDs selected (of 118) where each LLD represents one
group feature. Test: UAR in % on test data.

Devel
69.3
68.8
68.4

C
0.02
0.2
0.1

nLLD
20
13
16

Test
71.2
70.8
70.7

5.3 Selected Group Features
The LLD-based group features selected by our best
performing system (BGFS, T = 0.1) are listed in Table 3.
The selected LLD-based group features are comprised of types: MFCC, RASTA filtered auditory spectrum, spectral roll-off points, and jitter. The sma
suffix indicates that smoothing by moving average has
been performed on the LLD and the sma de suffix
represents the first order delta of the smoothed LLD.
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Table 3: List of LLD-based groups selected by our best
performing system. LLD: Name of LLD-based group. R:
Rank of the group in the list of 118 ranked group features.
The ranking is based on UAR scores, from high to low.

LLD
m f cc sma[1]
audSpec R f ilt sma de[9]
m f cc sma[3]
m f cc sma[10]
m f cc sma[5]
pcm Mag spectralRollO f f 75.0 sma de
pcm Mag spectralRollO f f 90.0 sma de
audSpec R f ilt sma[9]
pcm Mag spectralRollO f f 90.0 sma
pcm Mag spectralRollO f f 25.0 sma
audSpec R f ilt sma[3]
m f cc sma de[3]
m f cc sma[8]
audSpec R f ilt sma de[15]
jitterLocal sma de
audSpec R f ilt sma de[2]
audSpec R f ilt sma[20]
m f cc sma de[7]
audSpec R f ilt sma[21]
audSpec R f ilt sma de[23]

R
1
2
3
4
6
8
10
12
16
34
40
66
67
70
79
93
97
105
111
115

The number inside the square bracket denotes the ordered position of the element within the set. Detailed
information about acoustic LLD groups is given in
(Eyben, 2016). Domain expert knowledge has been
used to generate the acoustic baseline feature set. The
results obtained by our data-driven feature selection
method may, in turn, provide further insight on relevant features to the domain experts. We note that our
systems using other classifier and threshold parameters, which select different group feature subsets, may
potentially obtain other equally high performance results.

5.4

Comparison with Interspeech 2011
Sleepiness Sub-Challenge Results

We discuss the relative importance of our performance improvement by comparing it with already obtained results. The Interspeech 2011 Sleepiness SubChallenge authors provide the results reported by the
six accepted papers in (Schuller et al., 2014) and mention that the baseline was highly competitive. Three
of the six performance results were below the official
baseline and the other three obtained scores of 71.0%,
71.3%, and 71.7% UAR. A UAR of 72.3%, which
is 2% higher than the official baseline, is required
to achieve a significant improvement at an α = 0.05
level in a one-tailed significance test (Schuller et al.,

2014). The size of the test set is 2808. Larger
datasets could potentially provide further information
on the significance degree of the performance results.
A state-of-the-art result of 71.9% UAR, reported in
(Hönig et al., 2014a), uses a smaller data subset and
cannot be used for direct result comparison. In light
of the results given above, our performance of 71.2%
UAR is competitive especially considering that our
method is performed as a preprocessing step and improvement may still be achieved using further classification.

6

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE
WORK

In this paper, we employ the wrapper-based acoustic
BGFS system for automatic sleepiness classification
and develop two measures for comparing its performance results on the SLC test data against two other
systems that use the WGFS and IFS methods. All systems are evaluated with neutral and strong dimensionality reduction modes. The BGFS system achieves
notable dimensionality reduction as well as best performances in both measures using a threshold level of
0.1. The three best performing BGFS systems show
improvement over the official Sub-Challenge baseline. Moreover, the BGFS system has substantially
smaller time complexity compared with the other systems, rendering the computationally intensive wrapper method more tractable.
Future work includes developing a spoken dialog
system that interacts with drivers and monitors their
sleepiness state. Additionally, using training data collected for a specific driver, a speaker-dependent system can be developed to further enhance the classification performance.
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